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AbstratThe maximum vertex over problem is the following problem: given a graph G = (V;E) withnonnegative weights on the edges and a positive integer p, �nd p verties of G suh that thetotal weight of edges overed by these verties is maximized. This problem is NP-hard, andthe best known polynomial time approximation algorithm to solve it in the general ase hasa performane guarantee of 3=4. In this paper, we show that this approximation ratio an beinreased to 1� 1=(2q) provided that the edge weighting of the input graph an be partitionedinto liques of size at least q.





3.1. IntrodutionThe maximum vertex over problem (MVC, for short) is de�ned as follows: given a graphG = (V;E) and a positive integer p, �nd p nodes of G suh that they over as many edges aspossible. Assoiating with eah edge e of G a nonnegative weight w(e), we de�ne a weightedversion of the problem when one wants to maximize the total weight of the edges overed byat most p verties. The MVC problem is related to the well known vertex over (VC) problemwhere one wants to minimize the number of nodes overing all the edges of a given graph and itis NP-hard, sine its polynomial solvability would learly imply the polynomial solvability of thevertex over problem. So, we look for approximation algorithms. An approximation algorithmfor a maximization problem is said to ahieve approximation ratio � if the solution provided bythe algorithm for any instane of the problem is always at least � times the optimum for thesame instane.Several algorithmi results were presented even in the not so reent literature, the major ofthem onerned with the general maximum overage problem where instead of edges the sets tobe overed by p verties are generi subsets of a given set. The maximum overage problem isa useful model for a variety of appliations regarding overing graphs with subgraphs, iruitlayout, sheduling, and faility loation (see [9℄ for further details) and this explains the ontinousinterest it gave rise to.In early 80's, Nemhauser and Wolsey [12℄ and Conforti and Cornuejols [4℄ onsidered thegeneral problem of maximizing a submodular set funtion F (X). In partiular, let F (X) be anondereasing submodular funtion satisfying F (;) = 0 and let X� be the set maximizing F (X);they showed that the greedy heuristi ahieves an approximation fator of 1� (1�1=jX� j)jX�j >1 � e�1. It is not diÆult to see that the maximum vertex over problem belongs to this lassof optimization problems: in fat, the funtion F (X) representing the sum of the weights of thesets overed by the verties in X satis�es the required onditions [13℄.In 1999 Ageev and Sviridenko [3℄ developed a polynomial time algorithm to �nd an approxi-mate solution to the maximum overage problem. Their algorithm has an approximation ratioof 1� (1 � 1=r)r where r is the size of the largest subset to be overed: this ratio is in generalnot better than the one ahieved by the greedy algorithm. Feige [6℄ showed that, when thereis no bound to the maximum size of the sets to be overed, no performane guarantee betterthan 1 � (1 � 1=p)p an be ahieved provided that P 6= NP. A further generalization of themaximum overage problem was introdued by Khuller, Moss and Naor [10℄ and onsisted ofa maximum overage problem plus a knapsak onstraint. For this problem they provide a(1� e�1)-approximation algorithm.The MVC problem an be seen as a maximum overage problem where the sets to be overedare two-element sets, namely r = 2. The problem is interesting on its own also beause of itstight onnetions with the MAX2SAT problem [7℄, and reent work was foused on lasses ofgraphs where maximum vertex over an be solved in polynomial time ([2, 1℄).For the MVC problem, Cornuejols, Nemhauser and Wolsey [5℄ showed that the greedy algo-rithm almost always �nds an optimal solution. Neverthless, as far as we know the best knownapproximation fator for the maximum vertex over problem is 3=4 and it is ahieved by thealgorithm of Ageev and Sviridenko. Reently, Han et al. [8℄ desribe a semide�nite program-ming based algorithm for the MVC problem whose approximation fator depends on � = p=jV j.This approximation fator inreases with � and for � suÆiently large it gives an approximationfator better than 3=4.In this paper we show that when the edge weighting of the input graph an be partitioned



4.into liques of size at least q, the approximation fator of the maximum vertex over an beinreased to 1� 1=(2q) independently from �. In partiular, we provide a new linear relaxationof the lassial quadrati formulation of MVC introdued in [3℄ and [7℄. Then we show that theoptimal solution z� of our formulation (omputable in polynomial time), with objetive funtionvalue f�, an be \rounded" in polynomial time to an integral solution ~z, with objetive funtionvalue ~f , suh that ~f � (1� 12q )f�.2. The pipage tehniqueIn this setion we desribe a deterministi rounding method introdued by Ageev and Sviridenkoand alled pipage [3℄. This method was used to derive a 1� (1� 1=r)r-approximation algorithmfor the maximum overage problem where r is the maximum size of the sets to be overed.The pipage rounding method an be desribed in its generality as follows: let P be the poly-hedron P = fx 2 <n : nXi=1 xi = p; 0 � x � 1g; (1)and let F (x1; x2; : : : ; xn) be a funtion de�ned on the rational points of P and omputable inpolynomial time. Any nonbinary vetor x 2 P has at least two frational omponents, say xiand xj , whose values are stritly between 0 and 1. Thus, we may de�ne xij(�) as the point(x1; : : : ; xi+ �; : : : ; xj� �; : : : ; xn), and, for � 2 [�minfxi; 1�xjg;minf1�xi; xjg℄, learly xij(�)belongs to P.If the funtion F (x) satis�es the following property:(*) F (xij(�)) is onvex with respet to � 2 [�minfxi; 1� xjg;minf1� xi; xjg℄ for eah pair ofindies i 6= j and for eah point x 2 P,then it is not diÆult to verify that � an be hosen so that the new point xij(�) in P has fewerfrational omponents and F (xij(�)) � F (x). So, we update the urrent solution by substitutingx with xij(�). Now, by iterating this rounding proedure at most n�1 times we obtain a binaryvetor �x suh that F (�x) � F (x)where x was the original frational point in P. This method is the so-alled pipage roundingproedure.Now, onsider a graph G = (V;E) with jV j = n nodes and jEj = m edges, with a nonnegativeweight wij assoiated with every edge ij 2 E, and let p be a positive integer. The MVC probleman be formulated as a nonlinear 0� 1 program as follows:maxXij2Ewij(xi + xj � xixj)Xi2V xi � pxi 2 f0; 1g i 2 V: (2)The funtion F (x) =Pij2E wij(xi+xj�xixj) satis�es property (�) sine F (xij(�)) is a quadratipolynomial in � suh that the oeÆient of the quadrati term is nonnegative for eah pair of



5.indies i; j and for eah point x 2 P. Thus, the pipage rounding proedure an be applied tothe funtion F (x).3. Linear formulationsAn integer linear programming formulation of the MVC problem an be easily obtained byintroduing two sets of 0 � 1 variables: the variables xi, i = 1; : : : ; n whose value is 1 if andonly if the node i belongs to the (partial) vertex over, and the variables zij whose value anbe 1 only if the edge ij is overed. Hene, the optimal solutions of MVC are represented by thesolutions of the following integer program:maxwT zXi2V xi � pxi + xj � zij ij 2 Exi 2 f0; 1g i 2 Vzij 2 f0; 1g ij 2 E: (3)where w and z are the vetors whose omponents are wij and zij , respetively.The maximum vertex over polytope, denoted as PMV C(G) � <n+m, is the onvex hull of theintegral vetors (x; z) whih satisfy the onstraints (3). Then, MVC is the problem of maximizingthe linear funtion wT z over PMV C(G). This polyhedron is related with the well known vertexover polyhedron PV C(G), whih is the onvex hull of the inidene vetors of vertex overs ofa graph. In fat, when p = n, the polyhedron PV C(G) is obtained from PMV C(G) by projetingonto the subspae of the x variables the fae PMV C(G) \ fz 2 <m : zij = 1; ij 2 Eg.Proposition 3.1. PMV C(G) is full-dimensional (for p � 1).Proof. Let Y be the set of (x; z) vetors omposed by: (i) the null vetor; (ii) for every nodei 2 V , the vetor having xi = 1 and all the other omponents equal to zero; (iii) for every edgeij 2 E and arbitrary node i belonging to it, the vetor having xi = zij = 1 and all the otheromponents equal to zero. It is suÆient to observe that Y onstitutes a set of n+m+1 aÆnelyindependent integral vetors satisfying the onstraints of (3).A natural linear relaxation of MVC is obtained by removing the integrality onstraints from(3) and by optimizing over the resulting polyhedron P 0(G). Better formulations an be obtainedby adding to the linear system de�ning P 0(G) valid inequalities for PMV C(G). In the following,we provide a family of suh inequalities, alled lique inequalities.Lemma 3.2. Let Q be a lique of G of size q � p + 1 and let h be an integer satisfying1 � h � q � 2. Then the following inequalityXij2E(Q) zij � h Xi2V (Q) xi + (q � h)(q � h� 1)2 (4)is faet de�ning for PMV C(G).Proof. We an assume that the lique Q oinides with G: the proof for the general ase an beeasily obtained by lifting. Hene, we have q = n and q(q�1)=2 = m. Let (x; z) be any 0�1 vetorin PMV C(G) and let X � V and Z � E be the sets of nodes and edges whose inidene vetors



6.are x and z, respetively. Observe that Z is a set of edges (not neessarily maximal) overed bythe set X of nodes. Inequality (4) then is equivalent to jZj � hjXj � m� hn+ h(h + 1)=2. Toshow that suh an inequality is valid it is suÆient to observe that, by letting Æ = jXj � n+ h,we have jZj � m� (h� Æ)(h � Æ � 1)=2, i.e.,jZj � hjXj � m� hn+ h(h+ 1)2 � Æ(Æ + 1)2 � m� hn+ h(h+ 1)2 :Observe that inequality (4) is satis�ed as an equality by the inidene vetors (x; z) of pairsof sets (X;Z) suh that n � h � 1 � jXj � n � h and Z � Z(X), where Z(X) denotes the(maximal) set of edges overed by X. All suh vetors belong to PMV C(G) beause p � n� 1.Let F be the faet of PMV C(G) ontaining all the vetors that satisfy (4) as an equality, andlet �Tx + �T z �  be a valid inequality whih de�nes F . Sine suh an inequality is de�nedmodulo a multipliative positive onstant and  must be positive, without loss of generality wemay assume  = (q � h)(q � h � 1)=2 = m � hn + h(h + 1)=2. We will omplete the proof byshowing that �Tx+ �T z �  oinides with (4).Let ~X � V be any set of nodes satisfying j ~X j = n � h � 1 and let u; v; w be any threenodes suh that u 2 ~X , v; w =2 ~X . Observe that jZ( ~X)j = m � h(h + 1)=2. Let (~x; ~z) bethe inidene vetor of ( ~X;Z( ~X)), (~x0; ~z0) the inidene vetor of ( ~X [ fvg; Z( ~X [ fvg)), (�x; �z)the inidene vetor of ( ~X � fug [ fwg; Z( ~X � fug [ fwg)), (�x0; �z0) the inidene vetor of( ~X � fug [ fv; wg; Z( ~X � fug [ fv; wg)). We have �T ~x + �T ~z = �T ~x0 + �T ~z0 = �T �x + �T �z =�T �x0 + �T �z0 = . Hene, we obtain �T (~x� ~x0 � �x+ �x0) + �T (~z � ~z0 � �z + �z0) = 0 whih implies�vu = �vw. By the arbitraryness of the hoie of ~X, u, v, w, we have that all the � oeÆientsare equal: let b be their ommon value.Now, observe that �T (~x0 � ~x) + �T (~z0 � ~z) = 0 implies�v + Xi=2 ~X[fvg �vi = �v + hb = 0:Again, by the arbitraryness of the hoie of ~X and v, we get that all the � oeÆients are equalto �hb. Finally, by �T ~x+�T ~z = �hb(n�h� 1)+ b[m�h(h+1)=2℄ =  = m�hn+h(h+1)=2we get (1� b)�m� hn+ h(h+ 1)2 � = 0:Sine hn � h(h + 1)=2 � (n � 1)(n � 2)=2 < n(n � 1)=2 = m, we must have b = 1 whihompletes the proof.Inequality (4) an be seen as a generalization of the well known lique faet-de�ning inequalityPi2V (Q) xi � jQj�1 for the vertex over polyhedron PV C(G). In fat, suh inequality is obtainedfrom (4) by letting h = 1 and zij = 1 for ij 2 E(Q).Another generalization of a well known faet-de�ning inequality for the vertex over polyhe-dron is the odd-yle inequality desribed in the following.Lemma 3.3. Let C be a yle of G of length 2k + 1 (k � p+ 1). Then the following inequalityXij2E(C) zij � Xi2V (C) xi + k (5)is faet de�ning for PMVC(G).



7.Proof. Again, we an assume that the yle C oinides with G: the proof for the general asean be easily obtained by lifting. Let (x; z) be any (0; 1) vetor in PMV C(G) and let X � Vand Z � E be the sets of nodes and edges whose inidene vetors are x and z, respetively.Moreover, assume that the nodes of C are ordinately numbered from 0 to n � 1 and let X bepartitioned into sets XD and XN , where XD is the set of \dominant" nodes (let us say thata node i 2 X is dominant if i + 1 =2 X, sums taken modulo n). Inequality (5) is equivalentto jZj � jXj � (n � 1)=2. To show that suh an inequality is valid it is suÆient to observethat jZj � 2jXDj + jXN j, and that jXDj � (n � 1)=2. Now, to show that inequality (5) isfaet-de�ning, onsider the following sets (sums taken modulo n): (i) for any node i 2 V letXi = fi; i+2; i+4; : : : ; i+ n� 1g, Zi = E; (ii) for any edge ij 2 E (where j � i+1 modulo n)let Xij = fi + 2; i + 4; : : : ; i + n � 1g, Zij = E � fijg. It is easy to observe that the inidenevetors of the pairs of sets (Xi; Zi), (Xij ; Zij) are n+m aÆnely independent vetors satisfyinginequality (5) as an equality.In the following setion we shall onsider the stronger formulation of the MVC problem whihis obtained by adding the lique inequalities assoiated with a family Q of liques of G to thelinear relaxation of (3). We let i 2 V (ij 2 E) be any node (edge) of G. With some abuse ofnotation, we shall write i 2 Q (ij 2 Q) if the node i (the edge ij) belongs to the lique Q. Thuswe have: maxwT zXi2V xi � pxi + xj � zij ij 2 EXij2Q zij � hXi2Q xi + (jQj � h)(jQj � h� 1)2 Q 2 Q; h = 1; : : : ; jQj � 20 � xi � 1 i 2 V0 � zij � 1 ij 2 E: (6)
4. Clique-overable graphsLet G = (V;E) be a graph with edge weights wij 2 <+, ij 2 E and let Q = fQ1; : : : ; Qtg bea family of liques of G. The weighted graph (G;w) is said to be overed by Q if there existnonnegative numbers 1; : : : ; t suh that:wij = XQh3ij h:Moreover, a weighted graph (G;w) is said to be lique-overable if there exists a family ofliquesQ suh that (G;w) is overed byQ. If we denote by w and  the vetors whose omponentsare wij and h, respetively, and by A the 0 � 1-matrix with jEj olumns whose rows are theinidene vetors of the edge-sets of liques in Q, we an write the above property as wT = TA.Notie that, given a weighted graph (G;w) and a family of liquesQ, it is easy to hek whether(G;w) is overed by Q. Moreover, if (G;w) is lique-overable, then it is overed by a family Qof polynomial size. In the remaining of the setion we assume that (G;w) is lique-overable.Consider the following linear program:



8. max T yXi2V xi � pyQ � hXi2Q xi + (jQj � h)(jQj � h� 1)2 Q 2 Q; h = 0; 1; : : : ; jQj � 10 � xi � 1 i 2 V (7)where y = Az is the vetor whose omponents are variables assoiated with the liques of Q,and yQ is meant to represent the number of edges in Q overed by the urrent solution. Thus,(7) is a relaxation of (6).For any lique Q of G of size q and any vetor x satisfying 0 � xi � 1, i 2 V , we de�neLQ(x) = min0�h�q�18<:hXi2Q xi + (q � h)(q � h� 1)2 9=; :Now, if we replae Pi2Q xi by a new variable s, and observe that the minimum in the aboveexpression is attained when h = q � dse, we get�Q(s) = LQ(x) = (q � dse)s+ dse(dse � 1)2 : (8)Let L(x) denote the vetor whose omponents are LQ(x), Q 2 Q. Sine (G;w) is overed byQ, we have:Proposition 4.1. The linear program (7) is equivalent to:max T yy = L(x)Xi2V xi � p0 � xi � 1 i 2 V: (9)Finally, for any lique Q of size q in G, de�neFQ(x) = (q � 1)Xi2Q xi �Xij2Qxixj;and let F (x) be the vetor whose omponents are FQ(x), Q 2 Q.To prove our result we need the following theorem of Motzkin and Straus [11℄ on the maximumof a square-free quadrati form on a simplex.Theorem 4.2. Let ! be the size of a maximum lique of a graph G = (V;E) with jV j = n andlet P1 be the polyhedron fx 2 <n :Pni=1 xi = 1; xi � 0g. Thenmaxx2P1 Xij2E xixj = 12 (! � 1)! :



9.Let Q be any maximum lique of G. Motzkin and Straus also showed that the maximum ofthe quadrati form is attained by letting xi = 1=!, for i 2 Q, and xi = 0, otherwise.Now, let s be a nonnegative real smaller than or equal to ! and let Ps be the polyhedronfx 2 <n :Pni=1 xi = s; 0 � xi � 1g. We generalize the result of Motzkin and Straus as follows:Lemma 4.3. Let ! be the size of a maximum lique of a graph G = (V;E) with jV j = n andlet s � !. Then maxx2Ps Xij2E xixj = s22 (! � 1)! :Proof. If s = 0 the result is obvious. Otherwise we set yi = xi=s and P 0 = fy 2 <n :Pni=1 yi =1; 0 � yi � 1=sg. Observe that y 2 P 0 if and only if x 2 Ps andmaxx2Ps Xij2E xixj = s20�maxy2P 0 Xij2E yiyj1A :Also, we have P 0 � P1 = fy 2 <n :Pni=1 yi = 1; yi � 0g. Thus, by Theorem 4.2, we havemaxy2P 0 Xij2E yiyj � maxy2P1 Xij2E yiyj = 12 (! � 1)! :Moreover, let Q be a lique of G of maximum size. Now, the maximum in P1 of Pij2E yiyj isattained at the point �yi = 1=!; i 2 Q and �yi = 0 otherwise. Sine �y belongs to P 0 the resultfollows.Theorem 4.4. For any lique Q of size q � 3, s � q, and any vetor x 2 Ps, we haveFQ(x) � 2q � 12q LQ(x):Proof. To prove the theorem it suÆes to show thatminx2Ps FQ(x)LQ(x) � 2q � 12q :By (8), we replae LQ(x) by �Q(s). Then, sine minx2Ps FQ(x) = (q�1)s�maxx2PsPij2Q xixj,we apply Lemma 4.3 and rewrite minx2Ps F (x) as a funtion of s as well:minx2Ps FQ(x) = �Q(s) = (q � 1)s� s22 (q � 1)q :We now show that �Q(s)=�Q(s) � (2q � 1)=2q, namely that2q(q � 1)s� s2(q � 1)2q(q � dse)s+ qdse(dse � 1) � 2q � 12q :After some algebrai manipulations, the above inequality an be redued to the following one:(dse � 1)(2q � 1)(2s� dse) � 2s(q � 1)(s� 1) (10)



10.If s 2 [0; 1℄ then the left hand side of inequality (10) beomes zero while the right hand sideis nonpositive, and so the inequality holds.If s > 1 then we replae dse by s+ frat(s) in (10) and we gets(s� 1) + frat(s)(2q � 1)(1 � frat(s)) � 0whih learly holds. Thus the theorem follows.The following is an immediate onsequene of the above theorem.Theorem 4.5. Let G = (V;E) be a graph, let Q be a family of liques of G and let F (x) andL(x) be funtions de�ned as above; moreover, let �q be the minimum size of a lique in Q. Forany nonnegative vetor  and for any vetor �x with 0 � xi � 1, we haveTF (�x) � 2�q � 12�q TL(�x):Proof. The result follows by notiing that, by Theorem 4.4, for any lique Q 2 Q of size q, byletting s =Pi2Q �xi, the following inequalities hold:FQ(�x) � 2q � 12q LQ(�x) � 2�q � 12�q LQ(�x):Thus, sine the vetor  is nonnegative, the thesis follows.We an now state the main result of the paper.Theorem 4.6. Let (G;w) be a lique-overable graph, where Q is the assoiated family ofliques; moreover, let �q be the minimum size of a lique Q 2 Q. Let OPT be the optimalvalue of (3). Then, there exists a polynomial-time algorithm whih omputes a solution (~x; ~z) of(3) suh that wT ~z � 2�q � 12�q OPT:Proof. Let �x; �y be an optimal solution of (7), with value T �y. Sine (7) is a relaxation of(3), its optimal value is not smaller than the optimal value of (3) and an be omputed inpolynomial time, sine jQj is polynomial. Moreover, by Proposition 4.1 we have �y = L(�x) and,by Theorem 4.5, we have TF (�x) � 2�q � 12�q TL(�x):Note that without loss of generality we may assume that �x satis�esPi2V �xi = p. By applyingthe pipage rounding proedure desribed in Setion 2, we an transform �x into a (0; 1)-vetor ~xsuh thatPi2V ~xi =Pi2V �xi = p and TF (~x) � TF (�x). Let ~z be the vetor whose omponents~zij are de�ned by ~zij = maxf~xi; ~xjg; then (~x; ~z) is a solution of (3). Note that F (~x) = A~z andso TF (~x) = wT ~z. Hene we havewT ~z = TF (~x) � TF (�x) � 2�q � 12�q TL(�x) = 2�q � 12�q T �y � 2�q � 12�q OPTand the theorem follows.Observe that the approximation fator proved by the above theorem is not worse than 3=4and for triangle overable weighted graphs it is already 5=6.
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